
78-7190 Kaleiopapa St.
Kailua Kona, Hi 96740
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$1,769,000 3 Bedrooms | 2 Bathrooms | 1,778 Sqft

A CUSTOM RESIDENCE WITH GOLF COURSE & OCEAN FRONTAGE VI!EWS! POOL AND SPA! BEAUTIFUL GATED
DEVELOPMENT IN KEAUHOU-KONA! Perched just above the 3rd Oceanfront fairway of the Kona Country Club golf
course is a center stage front row of luxurious estate residences, and this one is front and center of that row, with
some of the most breathtaking views on the Big island of Hawaii! With 3 bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms this newly
constructed residence built in 2016 captures high finish in all directions! The Chefs kitchen with its high-end
appliances are perfect for the cook in the family, and a fantastic gathering place over looking the gorgeous pool and
spa and the amazing ocean views! Stunning cabinetry and slab granite counter tops just add to this perfect kitchen
setting! An open floor plan of the living room and dining area lead themselves in the direction of the open covered
lanai beautiful space and the sparkling pool area! Enjoy the amazing views and even an out-door shower just off the
pool! Although Island living is having all your doors open to the beauty of Hawaii, central air conditioning is an added
feature as well. All bedrooms are beautifully appointed and the master suite enjoys the ocean vistas to wake up to
with its luxurious master bathroom and over sized tub! This newer community in the heart of Keauhou lends itself to
all the wonderful amenities of the area! A short walk to beautiful and historical Keauhou Bay adds lots of fun
activities to enjoy! A pedestrian friendly community with a recreation center, cabana, family pool and a sunset hale
are in the process of completion soon to enjoy! So many wonderful surprises on this stunning Hawaiian plantation
style home! Listing Courtesy of Kathy J. Christiansen , Venture Sotheby's International Realty
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